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HeadingContext 

• Cycling in London is increasing. We are on 
track to meet the Mayor’s target of a 400%track to meet the Mayor s target of a 400% 
increase in cycling by 2026 (based on 2001 
levels). 

• The 2011 census showed that in contrast to 
the nationwide trend, a growing number of 
Londoners are cycling to work (4.3%). 

• The increase is even more pronounced in 
inner London where 7.2% stated they usually 
cycle to work (up from 3 8% in 2001)cycle to work (up from 3.8% in 2001).

• The proportion of people driving to work in 
London decreased between 2001 and 2011 
(from 41%-33%). 

• There are more pedal cycles than cars on 
Lambeth Bridge and London Bridge duringLambeth Bridge and London Bridge during 
the AM peak hours 2



HeadingThe Mayor’s Vision for Cycling in London

The Mayor’s Vision for Cycling in London 
sets out the following four key outcomes:sets out the following four key outcomes:

1. A tube network for the bike
Providing a network of cycle routes across 
London

2 Safer streets for the bike2.  Safer streets for the bike
A range of measures to improve cycle safety at 
junctions and targeting HGV safety

3. More people travelling by bike
Making cycling a mainstream and popular mode 
of transportof transport

4.  Better places for everyone
More cycling will benefit everyone, not just cyclists

TfL’s Business Plan includes circa £900m funding to deliver the Cycling Vision 



Heading1. A tube network for the bike

.... an extensive network of high quality cycle routes to accommodate 
journeys within the Capital’s centre and into local town centres with ajourneys within the Capital s centre and into local town centres, with a 
variety of routes catering for different sorts of cyclists.

To continue to grow cycling and make 
it more inclusive, we need to tackle the 
common barriers to cycling by makingcommon barriers to cycling by making 
it easier, more comfortable and safer:

By 2020 the London cycle network will y y
be easily understood and heavily used.

London will have a network of direct, 
high-capacity, joined-up cycle routes.



HeadingA new network of cycle routes in central London
- catering for the high density of potential cycle trips in Central London 

In partnership with the central London boroughs, 
a central London ‘Bike Grid’ of high quality, high 
volume cycle routes will be delivered.  

This will provide:
– Separated cycle ways, with segregation 

and low speed environments where 
practicable and appropriate

– Two-way cycling on one-way streets 

– Clear way finding, strong identity and easy 
to seeto see

In addition, a ‘cross rail for the bike’ will be 
delivered,, creating an iconic, high quality, 
substantially segregated two-lane cycle route 
from the western suburbs, through the heart of 
London, to Canary Wharf & Barking.

5The majority of the Grid will be complete by 2016



Heading
Better Barclays Cycle Superhighways
- higher quality routes for commuter journeys

• All future Barclays Cycle Superhighways 
will be delivered to a higher standard, g ,
closer to international best practice

• Existing Barclays Cycle Superhighways 
will be improvedwill be improved

• New standards will include:

– More segregation from traffic

– Mandatory cycle lanes

– More protection for cyclists at 

junctions

– Deeper ASLs
For 

discussion 

– ‘Floating’ bus stops

– Removal of parking

later

p g

6Delivery 2013 - 2016



Heading
Quietways 
- making cycling more comfortable and inclusive 

A network of high-quality guided Quietways willA network of high-quality guided Quietways will 
be created on low-traffic back streets and other 
routes so cyclists  can choose the routes which 
suit them. This will:suit them. This will:

– Open up back street routes, parks and other 
green space

– Offer low traffic, low speed roads with high 
quality routes

– Provide clearly signed well surfaced direct– Provide clearly signed, well surfaced direct 
routes

– Use a variety of borough, community, police 
and transport resources to ensure cyclists 
feel safe using them at all times.

7Delivery 2014 onwards



Heading“Mini-Hollands” in the suburbs

Funding will be available for the radical 
transformation of up to three outer London towntransformation of up to three outer London town 
centres to make them as cycle-friendly as their 
Dutch counterparts

“Mini-Hollands” will include large-scale 
transformational cycle infrastructure including:

– A route for commuter journeys to central 
London

– Cycle superhubs at local railway stations
– A network of Quietways routes radiating 

from the centre
– Complimentary and supportingComplimentary and supporting 

promotional measures to accompany 
infrastructure improvements

8Delivery 2014 onwards



Heading2. Safer Streets for cycling

....providing London streets and spaces as places where cyclists feel they 
belong and where all road users recognise their duty of care to one another.g g y

• 49% of non cyclists say they are
Common collision types resulting in cyclist KSIs:

• 49% of non-cyclists say they are 
deterred from taking up cycling due to 
safety concerns
Actions tackle the most common and

1 4 52 3 6

• Actions tackle the most common and 
most serious collision types:
– HGVs are involved in half of 

li f t liti
1. Other vehicle turns right across path of P/C 

cycling fatalities
– 85% of casualties are as a result 

of a collision at a junction

2. P/C and other vehicle travelling alongside each 
other

3. Other vehicle turns left across the path of P/C

• Action is also focused on reducing 
conflicts between cyclists and other 
road users

4. P/C hits open door / swerves to avoid open 
door of other vehicle. 

5. Other vehicle fails to give way or disobeys 
j ti t l & llid ith P/C

9

junction control & collides with P/C

6. Other vehicle runs into rear of P/C



Heading
Better Junctions
- reducing the number of collisions at junctions

• The ‘Better Junctions’ programme budget 
will be increased five-fold to c. £100m. 

• The programme will prioritise early and 
major improvements at and around 
London’s most dangerous junctions. g j

• 500 junctions will be reviewed to make 
them safer and less threatening for 
cyclists 

Delivery 2012 onwards



Heading
Safer lorries and vans
- reducing the number of cyclist fatalities

Continuing to improve the cycling safety 
record of the freight industry

– TfL report confirms disproportionate risk to 
cyclists from construction lorriescyclists from construction lorries 

– Recommended actions for key construction 
industry players (e.g. HSE and construction 

i ) b i i l t d fcompanies) being circulated for 
comment/agreement by TfL Commissioner to 
CEOs of target organisations

– Eight new full-time Metropolitan Police Officers 
will investigate HGV collisions with cyclists.

TfL will continue to lobby DfT Government and– TfL will continue to lobby DfT, Government and 
EU for changes in the law to make lorries and 
vans safer

11Independent Review of Construction Industry Published Spring 2013



Heading
Enforcement and training
- tackling conflict between road users 

• Cycle training to be offered to every 
i h l i L dprimary school in London

• Adult cycle training will continue through 
the boroughsg

• The number of cycle safety officers in the 
Met Police’s Cycle Task Force (CTF) will 
increase to improve enforcement againstincrease to improve enforcement against 
anti-social road user behaviour

• A public campaign will be launched to 
f ffmake cyclists aware of the different types 

of cyclist provision available

12Delivery 2013 onwards



Heading3. More people travelling by bike

Cycling is widely seen as a safe, easy, quick and pleasant way to get 
about the Capital by all types of Londoners across all boroughs withabout the Capital by all types of Londoners, across all boroughs, with 
convenient facilities available to match.

• Targeting commuters, children and 
new cyclists

• Focused delivery on areas with high 
cycling potentialy g p

• Breaking down the barriers to 
cyclingcycling

Ride London August 2013  Tour de France London stage 2014



Heading
Barclays Cycle Hire (expansion and intensification)
- Facilitating demand for short trips in south west London

• Already over 8000 bikes and 12,000 
docking points More docking stationsdocking points.  More docking stations 
will be introduced to the existing area. 

• Expansion to the South-West due late p
2013: 

– 2,000 new bicycles and 

– 5,000 additional docking points, 
almost half of which will be south of 
the Thames.

• TfL will develop and market Barclays 
Cycle Hire tour routes for tourists 

14Delivery 2013



Heading80,000 more cycle parking spaces and new Cycle Hubs
- breaking down barriers to cycling at the origin & destination of journeys

80,000 additional cycle parking spaces where 
people live work and visit by 2016 with apeople live, work and visit by 2016, with a 
programme to expand facilities beyond this date

To be delivered on street at schools atTo be delivered on-street, at schools, at 
workplaces, at stations, in residential areas and 
as part of new developments

Cycle Hubs
• Network Rail will create cycle hubs at two rail 

stations Waterloo and Victoriastations - Waterloo and Victoria.  
• Local cycle hubs will be delivered at suburban 

stations including Peckham Rye and Croydon
• More spaces to be provided at Central London 

termini and LU stations

80,000 additional cycle parking spaces delivered by 2016



Heading4. Better Places for Everyone

Central to the vision is the belief that more cycling 
will benefit everyone, not just cyclists, creating:y , j y , g

• Better neighbourhoods for everyone
Improved streetscapes, road surfaces, safety andImproved streetscapes, road surfaces, safety and 
security measures

• More prosperous places for everyone
Economic benefits of cycling to local town centres, 
individuals and the wider economy

• Better cyclists for everyone• Better cyclists for everyone
Improving the perception of, and behaviour of  
cyclists 

• Better transport for everyone
Reducing pressure on the public transport system

16
• A healthier city for everyone 
Cycling improves air quality for everyone.



HeadingConclusion – lots done, lots to do! 

“I want cycling to be normal, a part of every 
day life I want it to become something youday life. I want it to become something you 
feel comfortable with doing in your ordinary 
clothes, something you hardly think about. 

I am as you know a passionate 
cyclist...changing London to make it 
friendlier to cyclists is one of my most 
important goals.” 

• Investment is leading to significant 
growth in cycling in London

• Good progress to date and deliveringGood progress to date and delivering 
the Vision will build on this

• Exciting times ahead for cycling in 
L dLondon 



Heading‘Floating’ Bus Stopsg p

1 Situation1. Situation

2 Concept2. Concept

3 Examples3. Examples

4 Design Considerations4. Design Considerations

5 Consultation5. Consultation 



HeadingSituation

• The nature of Stratford High Street 
(high speed, dual carriageway environment)

• The proposed route treatment (i.e. segregation)
• Relatively low bus passenger numbers• Relatively low bus passenger numbers
• Relatively low pedestrian numbers
• Wide footways
• Low frontage activity• Low frontage activity

1. End segregation. Cycle lane up to kerbside bus stop. BCS logos on offside of bus cage

2. End segregation. Cycle lane past bus stop lay-by

3. Ramp segregated cycle lane to footway level. Shared-use area through bus stop

4. Ramp segregated cycle lane to footway level. Segregated cycle track behind bus stop

5 Maintain segregated carriageway level cycle lane behind bus stop5. Maintain segregated carriageway level cycle lane behind bus stop



HeadingConceptConceptpp

Scottish ‘C cling B Design’Scottish ‘Cycling By Design’

London Cycling Design Standards Irish ‘National Cycle Manual’London Cycling Design Standards

DfT LTN 2/08 (Cycle Infrastructure Design)

Irish National Cycle Manual

• “Where traffic speeds are high or there are large volumes of HGVs, it may be appropriate
to create a busboarding island and take the cycle lane behind the island.”

• “This may not be appropriate at busy stops where conflict with boarding and alighting
passengers is more likely ”passengers is more likely.

• “The cycle bypass can be ramped up to footway level to allow for easier pedestrian access
to the bus boarder, although this may create a tendency for passengers to stand in the
cycle track.”



HeadingExamplesp

Copenhagen

RichmondCroydon



HeadingDesign Considerations

• Provision of a carriageway level cycle lane, separated from the footway and bus border by kerbs, to provide clarity to pedestrians and cyclists as to where
they should be positioned

• Provision of a tighter angle into the bus stop, to help reduce cyclists’ speeds

• Provision of a raised table to provide an accessible crossing point and to help slow cyclists’ speeds through the bus stopProvision of a raised table to provide an accessible crossing point and to help slow cyclists speeds through the bus stop

• Reduction in width of the cycle lane to 1.5m to ensure single file cycle traffic through the bus stop and reduce cycle speeds

• Provision of a sign to warn passengers alighting the bus that a cycle lane is present

• Positioning of a shelter on the bus border rather than at the back of the footway to focus the intended waiting area on to the border

P i i f 2 5 id b b d t h l h i f l li ht d b d b ft ibilit d l d• Provision of a 2.5m wide bus border to ensure wheelchair users can safely alight and board buses after accessibility ramps are deployed

• Use of an asphalt surface across the raised table to highlight to pedestrians that they are crossing a cycle lane

• Re-positioning of the raised table to a location in line with the rear doors of a bus and intended waiting area. It should be noted that this crossing point is not
proposed to directly serve any pedestrian desire line, but to ensure that an accessible crossing point has been provided to the bus border



HeadingConsultation



HeadingResponse to consultation feedbackp

• User guide for pedestrians and cyclists specifically explainingUser guide for pedestrians and cyclists specifically explaining 
how a ‘floating bus stop’ works

• i bus announcements to alert bus passengers of the facility• i-bus announcements to alert bus passengers of the facility

• Awareness training for bus drivers on the routes affected

• Cycle Task Force presence

• Post launch video monitoring and user satisfaction surveys

• Any additional views from the LTW Policy Committee?Any additional views from the LTW Policy Committee?
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Thank youThank you


